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About the Book
Jane Hamilton, award-winning author of The Book of Ruth and A Map of the World, is back in top form with
a richly textured novel about a tragic accident and its effects on two generations of a family.
When Aaron Maciver's beautiful young wife, Madeline, suffers brain damage in a bike accident, she is left
with the intellectual powers of a six-year-old. In the years that follow, Aaron and his second wife care for
Madeline with deep tenderness and devotion as they raise two children of their own.
Narrated by Aaron's son, Mac, When Madeline Was Young chronicles the Maciver family through the
decades, from Mac's childhood growing up with Madeline and his cousin Buddy in Wisconsin through the
Vietnam War, through Mac's years as a husband with children of his own, and through Buddy's involvement
with the subsequent Gulf Wars. Jane Hamilton, with her usual humor and keen observations of human
relationships, deftly explores the Maciver's unusual situation and examines notions of childhood (through Mac
and Buddy's actual youth as well as Madeline's infantilization) and a rivalry between Buddy's and Mac's
families that spans decades and various wars. She captures the pleasures and frustrations of marriage and
family, and she exposes the role that past relationships, rivalries, and regrets inevitably play in the lives of
adults.
Inspired in part by Elizabeth Spencer's Light in the Piazza, Hamilton offers an honest and exquisite portrait
of how a family tragedy forever shapes and alters the boundaries of love.

Discussion Guide
1. What aspects of youth are expressed in the novel's title? Was it wrong, as Figgy believes, to give Madeline
the trappings of a little girl?
2. How did Figgy and Julia each define the ideal mother, the ideal wife, and the ideal life in general?
3. How would you describe the narrator's tone as he guides us through his unusual family history? How does
Mac (Timothy) resolve the knowledge that Madeline's accident made it possible for him to be born?
4. Mac shares many nostalgic memories of his neighborhood, alongside wry observations about
contemporary youth who spout pop psychology. How does Mac's life as a husband and father compare to the
family in which he was raised? What has been gained and lost in his family through these three generations?

5. What accounts for Julia's tireless patience with Madeline? Would Madeline have done the same for Julia if
the circumstances had been reversed? What drew Timothy's father to two such seemingly different women?
6. We know from the beginning that the Macivers are wealthy ("We were all proud to have an estate . . . the
fruit of our dead grandfather's labor," Mac says in the novel's second paragraph). How does Mac feel about
money? What does When Madeline Was Young illustrate about the concept of charity?
7. What does Mac tell us, particularly during his tour of Russia's world after her husband's murder, about his
opinions regarding poverty and race and class? Is his sister correct in viewing Russia as a slave? Was his
mother unrealistic? What did he learn from the summer with Cleveland and his sister?
8. Near the end of chapter six, Mac repeats lines from William Wordsworth while watching Madeline poolside.
"She Dwelt Among the Untrodden Ways" ends with these lines: "She lived unknown, and few could
know/When Lucy ceased to be;/But she is in her grave, and, oh/The difference to me!" Does this poem
capture the essence of Madeline's interactions with men, or is the poem an ironic choice?
9. Should Mikey and Madeline have been allowed to marry? Which are the most and least genuine
relationships described in the novel?
10. The Civil Rights Movement and the war in Vietnam form the historical backdrop for much of the novel.
What tone is set as Mac weaves Madeline's story with his recollections of this turbulent time period? What
was different about the undercurrent of war when the family gathered for the funeral of Buddy's son, Kyle?
11. Mac shares his father's enthusiasm for natural history. How does Mac's fascination with the natural world
and anatomy shape his understanding of Madeline's injuries? Is his approach to life clinical?
12. How did your impressions of Buddy shift throughout the novel? Did Buddy "rescue" Madeline from Jerry in
chapter ten? Why does Mac not see him as heroic, contrary to Russia's point of view?
13. In chapter fifteen, why does Mac so badly want Madeline to remember the boy she encountered when
she was in Italy years ago?
14. What did Buddy and Mac resolve during their brawl in the novel's final chapter?
15. Jane Hamilton credits Elizabeth Spencer's novella The Light in the Piazza for partially inspiring When
Madeline Was Young. If you have read the novella, or seen its 1962 film version (starring Olivia de
Havilland), or been in the audience for the award-winning musical, share your experience with the other
members of your book group. What might Madeline and Clara have thought of each other? What extreme
differences exist between the matriarchs? In what way do the authors portray opposite forms of love?
16. The epigraph emphasizes physical beauty as they key to being captivating. Is Madeline empowered by
looks that match conventional definitions of beauty, or does her beauty make her a victim? What might her
fate have been had she looked more like Julia (without the girdle)?
17. What unusual tales distinguish your family history? Do you have a relative who, as Madeline did for Mac,
played an unconventional role in your development?
18. Each of Jane Hamilton's novels is unique; this originality is itself her hallmark.
Discuss her previous works in the context of When Madeline Was Young. What are the conflicts and
intensities that drive her diverse cast of characters?

Author Bio
I was born in Oak Park, Illinois in 1957 which seemed to me as I grew up to be the luckiest place and time to
live as a child. There were 85 children on the block, each block a kind of intentional community, with mothers
whose sole purpose was to care for us. Frank Lloyd Wright loved the village enough to design many houses
there, and Earnest Hemingway hated the place so much he made the oft quoted remark: “Oak Park is a place
of broad lawns and narrow minds.” Oak Park was one of the first communities to develop a plan for
integration, so much for Hemingway’s slur.
I wanted to be a ballet dancer and studied seriously downtown for several years. I had big thighs, a big rear,
breasts, no turn-out, and no extension. But I could turn on a dime and jump. I wrecked my feet doing pointwork and was told by the podiatrist that I should quit if I wanted to walk when I was thirty. That made an
impression. I was often the worst in the thing that I loved to do: I was a lousy dancer, I had a weak voice in
the choir, and in the theater group, because I couldn’t act I did the backstage jobs: Chairman of the Prop
committee, Student assistant, Make up girl. During Arsenic and Old Lace the apricot Danishes for Act II were
so delicious I ate most of them, and in my role as a dead body during one performance, I started to laugh and

could not stop.
In short, I was ill-equipped to do much of anything. I studied English at Carleton College because I loved the
freedom from the horrors of real life that a good book provides. When I graduated I was still unfit for any real
profession. I hadn’t gotten into any of the writing programs I’d applied to, and I ended up picking apples in the
fall at a friend’s farm in Wisconsin. A few years later I married one of the owners. As I student, my English
teachers had told me I had some talent but that it wasn’t practical to expect to make a living as a writer. It was
sound advice. I wrote to myself, for myself, and in a deep privacy. My writing was good company, and
allowed me the same kind of freedom reading gave me. That I have been able to spend my adult life living
other people’s lives has been a great privilege and a luxury. People sometimes ask me what my goals are.
Goals? I want to keep writing books, and I want there always to be a world in which people read books.

Critical Praise
"Hamilton is exquisitely observant and unfailingly generous to the characters she creates: every life has
weight and dignity."
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